How to make your own scripture lists

Open to the chapter of the book or article that you want to extract the scriptures from in the WtLib.
Then with focus on the document area hit Ctrl+A on your key-board (or right-click in the document area and click on “Select All” in the drop down menu).
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That will highlight all the text in the entire document area, including what is not showing until you scroll down.
Then right-click anywhere in the highlighted text and select “Extract…”.
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In the next window that opens, make sure that “Bible Citations” is the only item with a check mark in the upper window (unless you also want the other options to be extracted).
If you want the paragraph numbers listed, make sure that box is checked.
Then click on the “Finish” button at the bottom.
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Now you will have a list of all the scriptures in that chapter, ready to be copied and pasted.
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Once you have the settings you want (Bible Citations, Paragraph Numbers ), then you can use this quicker method:
With the chapter or article you want to extract scriptures from in the Document Are (4):
Click Ctrl+A on your keyboard, (That will select and highlight all of the text)
Then click Ctrl+C on your keyboard. (That copies all of the text)
Then click Ctrl+Alt+C on your keyboard. (That extracts all of the scriptures from the highlighted and copied text)
That's it. Just 3 clicks and you have a complete list of all of the scriptures.

You can click Ctrl+A again, then Ctrl+C to copy all of the scriptures and paste (Ctrl+V) them into a Word doc.

Note: With focus on the WtLib, if you click the F2 button on your keyboard then select the Citations tab in the window that pops up, you get options on how the scriptures are displayed. (Make sure your F-Lock key is on.)
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If you want to extract the scriptures from text not in the WtLib such as the on jw.org, or wol.jw.org, then just highlight the text there, then right-click the highlighted area and select copy (Ctrl+C), then click on your WtLib to give it focus and hit this combination on your keyboard: Ctrl+Alt+C 
The scriptures will be extracted and will display using the same settings you have set up in your "Properties for Library" window as shown on the previous page.

